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Supplementary tables  

Table S1: Data sources and definitions of covariates  
Covariates Data sources  Definitions  

Population density  WorldPop Number of people per square kilometre (grid) [18] 

Travel times to cities  Malaria Atlas Project (MAP) Travel time in minutes to the nearest city with a population of more than 50,000 

[21]  

Temperature  WorldClime Annual mean environmental air temperature (°C) [19] 

Precipitation  WorldClime Annual mean rainfall (mm) [19] 

Altitude  Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Elevation of the earth land surface in km [23] 

Distance to water body  Global Lakes and Wetlands Database (GLWD) Distance to permanent and semi-permanent water based on presence of lakes, 

wetlands, rivers and streams, and accounting for slope and precipitation [24] 

Access to healthcare facilities  Malaria Atlas Project (MAP) Walking travel times in minutes to the nearest hospital or clinic [20] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2: Watanabe-Akaike information criterion (WAIC) values corresponding to different model specifications. 

Model specifications 

WAIC 

Hypertension  Diabetes 

Precipitation  1861.4 758.1 

Precipitation + Altitude  1862.4 759.0 

Precipitation + Altitude + Travel time to urban setting/town   1863.8 760.1 

Precipitation + Altitude + Travel time to city + Population density  1862.7 748.7 

Precipitation + Altitude + Travel time to city + Population density + distance to water body  1864.7 749.8 

Precipitation + Altitude + Travel time to city + Population density + Distance to water body + Access to health care  1866.6 752.9 

Temperature was removed from the model as it was corelated with altitude.   
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Figure S1: Maps showing the distribution of covariates used in our model: mean annual precipitation (mm), altitude (km), travel time to cities 

(minutes), population density (per km2), distance to water body (meter), and access to healthcare facilities (travel times in minutes) 
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